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Our Office Locations

We operate globally in more than 120 countries
And are present in 8 of the 10 largest economies in the world

Argentina, Brazil, 

Canada, Colombia, 

Mexico, United States

AMERICAS

Denmark, Egypt, 

Finland, France, 

Germany, Hungary, 

Netherlands, Poland, 

Sweden, Switzerland, 

South Africa, Turkey, 

United Arab Emirates, 

United Kingdom

EMEA

Australia, Hong Kong, 

India, Japan,

Mainland China, Malaysia, 

Philippines, Singapore, 

South Korea, Taiwan

APAC



Operations

SAP Recognized Expertise

Qualifying requirements per area:  3 associate certified consultants 

+ 3 client references every year
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Today’s presenter ...
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SAP Cloud Integrations 
& Dell Boomi

Pratibha Sethi
SuccessFactors Integration Specialist

Staines, United Kingdom

GP Strategies tenure : 2 years

Pratibha is in an innovative, technically inclined and passionate 
Integration Architect with over 13 years of Systems architecture 
and delivery experience.
Pratibha has Experience in successfully architecting, consulting 
and execution of large scale Implementation, Rollout, 
Business Transformation and Modernization projects for fortune 
500 clients using diverse technology products, including 
experience in multiple Cloud/SaaS solutions.

Pratibha holds a Bachelor in Engineering (Hons), from Rajiv 
Gandhi Technical University, India.



Agenda
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• Introductions

• Overview of SuccessFactors 

Integration Platforms 

(SCPI/Dell Boomi)

• Integration options



Integration Architecture



SCPI/Dell Boomi Overview

Cloud Integration offers full flexibility in how messages can be 

exchanged between customer systems by the following:

 Leveraging preconfigured integration patterns. These integration 

patterns provide different options for configuring the data flow 

between participants, for example, by using routing rules.

 ( Employee and Org replication to SAP /Cost Centre replication 

from SAP to SF etc)

 Using various connectivity options. This covers a set of adapters 

(or endpoint types) that allow participants to connect with 

different communication protocols to Cloud Integration.



Integration Platform (SCPI Vs Dell Boomi)

Both SAP Cloud Platform Integration Services and Boomi deliver an effective, centralized platform for 

enterprise-grade integration. From a development perspective, there are some differences in how the 
process flows are constructed in CPIS and Boomi, but the concepts are similar.

Dell Boomi SCPI (SAP Cloud Platform Integration)

Dell Boomi is an iPaaS solution and has more 

standard connectors available. For customers, that 
are interested in ‘any-to-any’ integration, Boomi’s

broader functionality in terms of adapters will be 

more useful.

Currently SCPI has limited number of standard 

connectors available.

Dell Boomi doesn’t offer compatibility with SAP 

Process Integration.

SCPI content can be re-used in SAP Process

Integration. It also offers increased compatibility 
with SAP Solution Manager as well.

Dell Boomi license works on number of 

connections. It comes with standard number of 
connections and enforce users/developers to 

reuse the connections wherever possible.

SCPI doesn’t have any connection restrictions as 

it’s more usage based license.

Boomi also provides On-Prem capability in case customer wants to have direct integration with 3rd part 

applications whereas SCPI has Cloud based version only at point of time.



Integration Platform (SCPI/Dell Boomi Vs Custom 
Middleware)

• Clients can also choose to use another preferred middleware e.g. Microsoft BizTalk, IBM WebSphere.  

Many platforms deliver an effective, centralized platform for enterprise-grade integration. Reasons 
for using custom middleware can be based internal resources/capabilities, price, monitoring and 

maintaining the integration afterwards etc.

Custom Middleware SCPIS (SAP Cloud Platform Integration 

Services)

Custom middleware will often require high efforts in 

covering all aspects of the data flow. 

Access a deep catalogue of integration flows with

integrated processes and data through unified technology.

Pre-package content for many SAP solutions to improve 

reliability and minimize effort. 

Client will be responsible for testing and ensuring 

functionality during each release

SAP will ensure pre-package solutions have been tested 

and working after a release

An integration service that is secure, reliable and delivered 

and managed by SAP in SAP’s secure data centers across 

the globe

Using custom middleware can minimize the number for 

application in a system landscape, thereby minimizing 

effort and cost after go-live

New application in landscape to monitoring



How to decide?

Customers with SAP-specific integration needs will find SAP specialized integration resources 

aligning to CPIS more. However if customers’ vision of integration platform is for any application 
to application or Business to Business integration then Boomi is the right tool to go for.



Technical ways of integrating SF

Understanding of SuccessFactors integration capabilities helps design the integration 

landscape with SuccessFactors. Below are the various options -

• SF Web Services 

SF has two web services:

• SF API: SOAP based web service, which support most of the data in SF. 

Requires a session id that is created through a authentication call which is 

then use to query the API.

• Odata (Go Forward): Restful web service that can deliver data in XML or 

JSON. Does not require an authentication step before you call the service, as 

the authentication is included in the HTTP request header. SuccessFactors 

OData API service is based on OData V2.0.

Some overlap in data / usage covered by the two services, but also some differences 

where only one of the API covers data. 

• File Based - The traditional yet easy and powerful way to import or export data to or 

from SuccessFactors is using the File based communication. Either manual or 

automated.
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SuccessFactors Integration Specialist
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